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Scheduling Nonuniform Traffic in a PacketSwitching System with Small Propagation Delay
Timothy Weller and Bruce Hajek

Abstract—A new model of nonuniform traffic is introduced for
a single-hop packet-switching system. This traffic model allows
arbitrary traffic streams subject only to a constraint on the
number of data packets which can arrive at any individual
source in the system or for any individual destination in the
system over time periods of specified length. The nonuniform
traffic model is flexible enough to cover integrated data networks
carrying diverse classes of data. The system model is rather
general, and includes passive optical star wavelength-division
networks. Transmission algorithms are introduced for a singlehop packet-switching system with such nonuniform traffic and
with propagation delay that is negligible relative to the packet
length. The algorithms are based on collision-free scheduling of
packets using graph-matching algorithms since the global state
of the system is known to all stations at any time. A companion
paper introduces transmission algorithms for the same network
and traffic model, except with a propagation delay that is very
large compared to the packet length.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

RCHITECTS of integrated data networks must deal
with diverse traffic types which are nearly impossible
to model precisely. This motivates the introduction of traffic
models based on constraints to be satisfied by traffic streams.
The goal of this paper is to study methods for transmitting
nonuniform traffic in a simple packet-switching system. A
new model of nonuniform traffic is introduced which is based
on traffic constraints. Most previous related work (see [1]
for an overview) has focused on uniform traffic patterns.
Traditional approaches such as time-division multiplexing
and pure random contention schemes are not well suited
for nonuniform traffic. At least some adaptive reservation of
bandwidth is generally required.
The basic model of a packet-switching system and the model
of nonuniform traffic are presented in the remainder of this
section. In Section II, transmission algorithms are considered
in which packets are collected into batches before transmission
scheduling, while in Section III transmission algorithms are
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Fig. 1. Basic model.

considered which continuously schedule packets for transmission as needed. The algorithms of Sections II and III are
based on several assumptions, the following three of which are
examined in Section IV: the availability of a common control
channel, the availability of one data channel per transmitter,
and the ability of transmitters to access all virtual source
queues within their queue.
A. Overview of the Basic Switching System Model
The basic model of a packet-switching system considered in
this paper has many stations with a fully connected topology
(see Fig. 1). This multiple-access communication model was
used previously to analyze optical networks [2], [3], but its
application can be broader. Each station is both a source
and destination1 and each has a data transmitter and receiver.
The fully connected topology is realized by dedicating a data
channel to each source, and allowing a receiver to receive
from any data channel. Time is slotted. Data are transmitted
synchronously in fixed-size packets. All data channels have
a common slot length. Each source can transmit at most one
packet during a given slot, and each destination can receive at
most one packet during a given slot.
There exists a low-bandwidth broadcast control channel
available to all stations for the exchange of source queue
1 A station may send a packet to itself in this model. Removing this
assumption requires only minor modifications of the transmission algorithms.
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state information and future transmission information. This
channel might, for example, share the physical medium with
the data channels. The control channel bandwidth should be
a small fraction of the total bandwidth. Each station has
a separate transmitter and receiver for the control channel.
Unless otherwise noted, the control channel is shared using time-division multiplexing, with each station allowed to
transmit during one control channel minislot in each data
slot. A transmission algorithm produces a slot assignment,
which maps each transmission slot on each data channel to a
particular virtual queue (source–destination pair). An example
of a communication system which fits the basic model is a
broadcast and select network using a passive optical star as
in the RAINBOW project at IBM [3]. The data transmission
occurs using wavelength-division multiplexing. Each transmitter sends data on a fixed unique wavelength, and each
receiver has a tunable filter to receive from any one particular
transmitter per slot. The control channel is a single unique
wavelength, shared among the stations using time-division
multiplexing. Each station needs a fixed transmitter and a
fixed receiver on this wavelength. RAINBOW is designed
primarily for use in metropolitan-area networks. A similar
broadcast and select network is described in [4]. The basic
model can also be applied to large all-electronic switches with
input buffering.
Each source has a buffer to hold the queue of packets which
have not yet been sent. More than one packet can arrive at
a source queue during a single slot. Each source queue can
be viewed as many separate virtual queues by partitioning
traffic by destination. The propagation delay between stations
is assumed to be negligible in this paper. In the companion
paper [5], the same network and traffic model are considered,
but for the case of very large propagation delay.
Since the propagation delay between stations is negligible
and the control channel has sufficient capacity, each station
can be made immediately aware of arrivals at all other stations.
Collision-free scheduling is possible because the state of each
virtual queue is globally available if each station executes a
known transmission algorithm. The scheduling algorithms of
such
this paper are also useful for systems with very low
as a packet switch with a central controller. For any nonzero
the transmission algorithms of this paper can be used
for each packet. Each packet
with an additional delay of
slots
is simply ignored by the transmission algorithm for
after its arrival while notification of its arrival propagates to
all stations.
While the analysis of scheduling algorithms given in this
paper is based on deterministically constrained traffic, similar
algorithms have been shown to have good performance for
random traffic. For example, [6] considers an algorithm in
the class CONTINUOUS_STATIC defined in this paper, and
shows good performance for traffic that is independent and
identically distributed in time and possibly asymmetrical with
respect to destination nodes. Also, interesting stability results
have been proved in [7, Proposition 3] and [8] for random
traffic and scheduling algorithms based on weighted maximum
matchings.
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Fig. 2. Matrix sequences.

B. Notation and Assumptions
index the set of stations. The virtual
Let
queues of source are labeled
for
Slot refers
The sequence of consecutive
to the time period
integers (slots)
is written
Let be the set
of integers, and let
be the set of nonnegative integers.
During a given slot
new packets arrive at a source, and
are placed in the buffer at the beginning of the slot. Next, the
source makes a decision about which (if any) packet to send.
Any packet in the buffer is eligible for transmission. Finally,
the selected packet is transmitted, and is said to depart. The
access delay of a packet arriving in slot and departing in slot
is defined to be
Because a packet can arrive and depart
in the same slot, the minimum possible access delay is zero.
Fix an arrival sequence. For any packet in the sequence,
denote the access delay of
Let
let
denote the maximum access delay for the sequence, and
let
denote the average access delay for the sequence,
defined by
where
denotes the set of packets that arrive
by time and
the cardinality of
for
The notation for arrivals, backlogs, and departures during
slot is as follows. The number of arrivals at source destined
After the arrivals but before departures, the
for is
number of packets in virtual queue
is
The
number of departures from source to destination is
which is either 0 or 1. Because there are
sources and
destinations, these elements can be represented collectively
as three
matrices: the arrival matrix
the backlog
matrix
and the departure matrix
(see Fig. 2). With
this matrix representation, packets that arrive at (depart from)
source for destination are said to arrive at (depart from)
cell
row and column Let
be
the number of packets in row of the backlog in slot
Let
be the number of packets in column
of the backlog in slot
Any matrix with nonnegative integer entries is called a
traffic matrix
and
are traffic matrices
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for every
The arrival matrix sequence
describes the entire arrival process of all packets for all sources
and destinations. The system has no arrivals or departures until
slot 0. The initial backlog matrix
and the departure
matrix
are taken to be the matrix of all zeros, unless
otherwise noted. The backlog evolution is very simple, and is
given by
for
The
matrices are switching matrices, which means they are
0–1 matrices with at most a single 1 in any row or column.
Each switching matrix represents a one-to-one correspondence
between a set of sources and a set of destinations. It is assumed
that the switching time is zero.

C. A New Nonuniform Traffic Model
Many models of nonuniform traffic streams have been
proposed (see, for example, [9]–[11]). These can generally
be classified into two categories. Random models have random arrivals with a specified distribution that allows for the
possibility of nonuniform traffic matrix sequences. Examples
include Markov-modulated Poisson arrivals and geometric
burst-length on/off arrivals. Deterministic constraint models
do not require an underlying arrival distribution, but instead
require that each traffic matrix sequence meet some specified
constraints. It is the second type of model which most easily
simultaneously allows significant nonuniformity of traffic and
worst case analysis for quality of service. The class of deterministic constraint models introduced in this paper is called
line-constrained nonuniform traffic models.
The term line is used to refer to either a row or column
of a matrix. A line sum is the sum of all the elements in
a line of a matrix. The maximum line sum of a matrix is
indicated by the operator
Line backlogs refer to the line
sums of the matrices in
and the maximum line backlog
is
denoted
Each line sum of the
arrival matrix sequence
can be viewed as a traffic stream.
Note that a given packet is an element of two streams—one
corresponding to its row (source) and one corresponding to its
column (destination). There are
traffic streams in a traffic
matrix sequence.
Line-constrained traffic models constrain each line (each
traffic stream) of the arrival matrix sequence. By constraining
each of the
traffic streams, the arrival matrix sequence can
be constrained while allowing for some bursts of data. Many
examples of constraints on individual traffic streams exist, such
as the
constraint of [9] and the stochastic domination
constraint of [11]. In this paper, an
constraint is used,
defined as follows. A traffic stream is said to be
if,
in any
consecutive slots, the stream contains at most
packets, where
is a positive integer, and
For
convenience,
is taken to be an integer. This traffic model
is a “continuous-arrival” variant of the notion of partial
relation [12], in which there is a batch of packets to route,
at most starting at any node and at most destined for any
node.
The parameter represents the maximum long-run throughput allowed for any source or destination. The parameter is
the smallest time period over which the throughput constraint
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is enforced. An
traffic sequence can thus be simply
described: “over any time period of length , no more than
packets arrive at a given source, and no more than
packets bound for a given destination arrive at all sources.”
A random sequence is said to be
if its sample paths
meet the
constraint. Arrival sequences with sources
exhibiting on/off bursts or “hot spots”—commonly studied as
representative nonuniform traffic—are easily accommodated
with the
model. Periodic, multiplexed traffic is easily
accommodated by the
model.
With two degrees of freedom provided by the choice of
and
the
traffic model is a flexible and widely applicable model of nonuniform traffic. The design and analysis
of transmission algorithms for
traffic are the focus of
this paper.
D. The Time Slot Assignment Problem
The most direct approach to global information scheduling
traffic borrows from work on a classical problem in
for
satellite switching. It is worth a brief digression to examine this
problem, known as the time slot assignment problem (TSA)
for an SS/TDMA system. An assignment for a traffic matrix is
a finite sequence of switching matrices whose sum equals the
traffic matrix. The duration of the assignment is the length of
the sequence. The number of modes of the assignment is the
number of unique switching matrices in the sequence.
The TSA problem [13] can be stated simply: given a traffic
matrix, find an assignment of minimum duration which also
minimizes the number of switching modes. This problem has
been shown to be NP complete [14]. For small (or zero)
switching times, the goal is simply to find a minimum duration
assignment. In the packet-switching context, it is also desirable
to find assignments which minimize the delay of packets in the
traffic matrix. Several scheduling algorithms for
traffic
are derived here from the principles behind the solution of the
TSA problem for SS/TDMA.
A fundamental result of combinatorial mathematics [15] is
that any traffic matrix with maximum line sum
can be
represented as the sum of switching matrices. Any algorithm
which finds such an assignment is said to be 100% efficient. It
is well known that 100% efficient algorithms exist which work
one step at a time, subtracting switching matrices from the
remaining traffic matrix (see, for example, [13]). Any matrix
has an associated bipartite graph (called by the same name
as the matrix) which is constructed as follows. Let one set of
nodes correspond to rows of the matrix, and the other set of
nodes correspond to columns. Let there be an edge between
any two nodes where the corresponding matrix position has
a nonzero element. A node is critical if the corresponding
line in the matrix has maximum line sum. At each step,
the switching matrix to subtract can be found by finding a
maximum matching2 on the traffic graph (associated with the
2 A matching in a graph is any set of edges such that no two edges share a
node. A maximum matching is a matching of maximum cardinality. A maximal
matching is a matching which cannot be extended without removing edges
from the matching. For a 2n-node bipartite graph, maximum matching can
be done in time O(n2:5 ) and maximal matching can be done in time O (n2 ):
Note that a maximum matching is a maximal matching. See [16] for details.
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Fig. 3. Time slot assignment example.

remaining traffic matrix) which covers the critical nodes of this
graph. This is called a critical maximum matching. See Fig. 3
for a TSA example. (Note that there is a maximum matching
for the original traffic graph in Fig. 3 which does not cover
source 2. Use of this noncritical matching would lead to an
assignment of at least four slots.) Fast algorithms presented for
edge-coloring bipartite graphs (see [17], for example) can also
be used on the TSA problem. The critical maximum matching
method for the TSA solution is better suited for continuous
operation, as dicussed in Section III.
II. BATCH SCHEDULING
The following properties of network operation are desirable.
P1 Maximum access delay is bounded.
P2 Average access delay is bounded.
P3 Each line backlog is bounded.
P4 Each line backlog hits zero persistently.
A transmission algorithm is said to have property P only if
property P is true for all
arrival sequences in conjunction with the transmission algorithm. A class of transmission
algorithms is said to have property P if every algorithm in
that class has property P. These properties serve as design
goals for the scheduling algorithms developed in this paper.
A simple method of insuring properties (P1)–(P3) is to collect
packets into batches and apply a TSA algorithm, as described
next.
For each
, let batch interval denote the the interval
of slots
where
denotes the duration of
each batch interval. A batch scheduling algorithm queues the
batch consisting of all packets that arrive during batch interval
, and schedules this batch of packets during the interval
using some algorithm. This departure
interval is batch interval
moved forward by one slot (some
The
batch packets can arrive and depart in slot
backlog matrix sequence is related to another sequence
called the batch backlog matrix sequence, defined as follows.
Let
be
otherwise.
so that
is the first
Note that
nonempty batch backlog matrix. The batch backlog matrices

differ from the backlog matrices in that arrivals are added to
the batch backlog matrices only in slots
so that
Suppose that
Then the packets that arrive in any
consecutive slots can be scheduled by a TSA algorithm in
slots, so we take
(We could have taken
but the
choice
allows us to take advantage of the fact that an
traffic sequence is also a
traffic sequence.) Let
BATCH_TSA be the class of scheduling algorithms which in
each slot subtract, from the most recent batch backlog matrix,
a switching matrix found by a critical maximum matching on
the associated batch backlog graph. This switching matrix is
the departure matrix.
Theorem 2.1: For
BATCH_TSA with duration
of batch intervals
has properties (P1)–(P3). The
maximum access delay is no more than
The average
access delay is no more than
The maximum line
backlog is no larger than
Proof: Fix any scheduling algorithm in BATCH_TSA
with
and any
arrival sequence. The packets
that arrive during any batch interval are scheduled to depart
during
Thus, without loss of
generality, consider batch 0. Any packet in the batch arrives
in slot 0 or later and departs in slot
or sooner.
Therefore,
The number of batch 0 packet
departures per slot is nonincreasing in the consecutive slots
Thus,
At any time,
packets from at most two batches may be in the source queues
so
An alternative to using critical maximum matchings is to
use maximal matchings, which are matchings that are not
subsets of larger matchings, or to use arbitrary maximum
matchings. Maximal matchings need not have the largest
size among all matchings, nor do they need to cover critical
nodes, so they generally require much less effort to compute
than critical maximum matchings. Let BATCH_MAXIMAL
(resp., BATCH_MAXIMUM) be the class of batch scheduling
algorithms which in each slot subtract a switching matrix
from the most recent batch backlog matrix, with the switching
matrix being a maximal (resp., maximum) matching on the
associated batch backlog graph. Any scheduling algorithm in
BATCH_TSA is in BATCH_MAXIMUM, and any algorithm
in BATCH_MAXIMUM is in BATCH_MAXIMAL. The use
of arbitrary maximal or maximum matchings requires at most
slots to evacuate a single batch of packets with
maximum line sum
since a given packet in the batch can
be delayed by at most
other packets, which must be in
the same row or column. It is thus natural to take the duration
of batch intervals to be
for BATCH_MAXIMAL
or BATCH_MAXIMUM algorithms.
The following theorem is a positive result for a simple class
of scheduling algorithms, BATCH_MAXIMAL.
Theorem 2.2: For
BATCH_MAXIMAL (and
hence also BATCH_MAXIMUM), with duration of batch intervals
has properties (P1)–(P3). The maximum
access delay is no more than
The average access
The maximum line backlog
delay is no more than
is no larger than
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Proof: The bounds for
and
are established as
in the proof of Theorem 2.1 replacing
by
The
line backlog bound is the same as in Theorem 2.1 by the same
reasoning.
Remark 2.1: For
Appendix B gives an example
demonstrating that for and sufficiently large, some algorithms in BATCH_MAXIMUM (and hence some algorithms
in BATCH_MAXIMAL ) do not have any of the properties
(P1)–(P3).
The distributed routing algorithm for a packet switch described in [18] provides the inspiration for a class of algorithms
introduced here called PARALLEL_MAXIMAL, which is
similar to the class BATCH_MAXIMAL. For a given batch,
consider an empty scheduling grid with rows (representing
the destinations) and
columns (representing the
departure slots for this batch). Each source proceeds in parallel
independently, monitoring the actions of other sources by use
of the common scheduling grid. Consider source trying to
schedule a packet for destination
The source checks the
scheduling grid to find a column which does not contain an
“ ” in any row and which has an empty cell in row Upon
finding such a column, it writes “ ” in the corresponding cell of
row Source then chooses another packet, and continues in
the same manner until it has no unassigned packets. A source
can always place each packet, by the same reasoning used for
BATCH_MAXIMAL. Any strategy may be used by a source.
If the sources proceed synchronously through
scheduling
stages, and source tries to schedule all of its packets destined
for during stage
mod
the algorithm is roughly
equivalent to that of [18]. This strategy is attractive because
multiple sources are not simultaneously considering the same
destination during a given slot. Other strategies may include
randomization, although the lowest average access delay is
likely to be obtained by searching through the columns in order
of increasing time. If all of the sources step through the time
slots (scheduling grid columns) in unison, then the resulting
PARALLEL_MAXIMAL algorithm is a BATCH_MAXIMAL
algorithm.
BATCH_TSA and BATCH_MAXIMAL algorithms provide a maximum access delay of
and
respectively. For nonzero
an additional
for
global information must be added. If
is small, then
batch scheduling algorithms perform very well for zero (or
small) propagation delay in the sense that delay is small and
throughput as high as 1 can be obtained. As
increases, it is
natural to ask if better scheduling is possible. The next section
addresses this question by allowing packets to be considered
for departure immediately upon arrival without waiting for
transmission of the previous batch.

III. CONTINUOUS SCHEDULING
The continuous scheduling algorithms of this section find
the departure matrices in each slot by using a matching on the
backlog graph associated with the backlog matrix in the same
slot. No batching occurs. The proofs of the theorems in this
section are relegated to Appendix A.
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE BOUNDS FOR ZERO PROPAGATION DELAY ALGORITHMS

Let CONTINUOUS_MAXIMAL be the class of continuous scheduling algorithms which use an arbitrary maximal
matching in each slot. This is perhaps the simplest class
of scheduling algorithms presented in this paper. A subset of CONTINUOUS_MAXIMAL is the class CONTINUOUS_MAXIMUM of continuous scheduling algorithms which
use an arbitrary maximum matching in each slot.
CONTINUOUS_MAXIMAL
Theorem 3.1: For
(and therefore also CONTINUOUS_MAXIMUM ) has properties (P1)–(P3). The maximum access delay is no more than
The average access delay is no more than
The maximum backlog is no larger than
Let OLDEST_MAXIMAL be the subclass of CONTINUOUS_MAXIMAL which use any oldest first maximal matching in each slot. An oldest first maximal matching is a
matching with the following property: any packet not in
the matching is blocked by a packet in the matching which
arrived at the system not later than the blocked packet. Such
a matching can be found by considering packets in order of
arrival, adding each to the matching as long as no conflict is
caused.
Theorem 3.2: For
OLDEST_MAXIMAL has
properties (P1)–(P3). The maximum access delay is no more
The average access delay is no more than
than
The maximum line backlog is no larger than
Finally, note that continuous scheduling for
may be possible. However, the matchings used for such
scheduling must depend on time, random events, or the
system history due to the following negative result. Let CONTINUOUS_STATIC be the class of continuous scheduling
algorithms which use a fixed deterministic matching algorithm
applied to the backlog graph in each slot. The class CONTINUOUS_STATIC does not include OLDEST_MAXIMAL
algorithms, but does include some algorithms in CONTINUOUS_MAXIMUM and CONTINUOUS_MAXIMAL.
and
no
Theorem 3.3: For
scheduling algorithm in the class CONTINUOUS_STATIC has
any property (P1)–(P4).
Table I summarizes the throughput and delay characteristics
of the scheduling algorithms presented in this and the previous section. The last three columns list the upper bounds
and
respectively. See Section V for
for
comments on parameter ranges not covered by the table.
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The strongest property is (P4), persistent line backlog emptying. For static scheduling algorithms, (P4) holds for only
relatively small throughput values, as shown in the following
theorem and the associated remark.
Theorem 3.4: For
asymptotically in
CONTINUOUS_MAXIMAL has property (P4) and each line backlog hits zero at least once every
slots.
an example in AppenRemark 3.1: For
dix B demonstrates that at least some algorithms in CONTINUOUS_MAXIMUM (and therefore some in CONTINUOUS_MAXIMAL) do not have property (P4).
Recall that all of the transmission algorithms of this paper
require global information, which is assumed to be provided
by the control channel with negligible propagation delay. Even
if the propagation delay
is not negligible, the scheduling
algorithms of this paper can be adapted by delaying packets
upon arrival. In the companion paper [5], transmission
algorithms are introduced for large
and a different
approach is pursued. While any of the transmission algorithms
for nonuniform traffic can be used over the entire range
hybrid combinations of these transmission
algorithms and new algorithms may provide better throughput
and delay characteristics for specific networks.
IV. SOME IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
The capacity requirements on the control channel, modifications allowing for fewer data channels, and the effect of
restricting buffer access to head-of-line positions are considered in this section.
A. Control Channel Capacity
The capacity requirements of the control channel are examined in this section. Suppose the control channel is slotted with
slot length equal to the data slot length. Each slot is divided
into minislots, one for each source, so that TDMA is the
control channel access protocol.
The adaptive scheduling algorithms, continuous or batch,
use the control channel to broadcast packet arrival information
among stations every slots. These algorithms implicitly use
and
respectively. By using a larger the control
channel capacity needed can be reduced, as indicated next. Of
course, an additional notification delay of is added to the
access delay.
Let
be the minimum control channel capacity required.
For simplicity, suppose is chosen as a multiple of
Every
slots, each source must broadcast the desired destination for
each of at most
packets. Because fewer than
packets
may be present, the number of possible states per source is
the same as the number of ways to place
balls into
bins. Therefore, the average control channel utilization is

Note that
, which corresponds to separate
broadcast notification of every packet
packets per slots,
with
bits/packet).

A numerical example illustrates the relationship between
and the length of a data packet (slot). Assume that
the control channel has the same capacity as a data channel.
Suppose a CONTINUOUS_MAXIMAL algorithm is used on
a 100-station system where
With
bits. With
and
and
bits. Clearly, in this example, is a lower bound
on the data packet length. Consider another example in which
the data packet is an ATM cell with length 53 bytes (424 bits).
Using a CONTINUOUS_MAXIMUM algorithm with
and
(highest throughput, smallest notification delay),
is required. This means that at most 69
stations can be supported. More stations can be supported if the
control channel capacity is increased beyond that of a single
data channel.

B. Reducing the Number of Data Channels
The previous sections of this paper assume that
data
channels are available, with each source assigned to a unique
data channel. If fewer data channels are available, the stations
are not fully connected in each slot. Suppose the number of
data channels is reduced by a factor of so that there are
data channels available.
The simplest strategy for adapting an existing transmission
algorithm to work with fewer channels is to use the original
algorithm to produce a single slot assignment every
slots,
and then partition this assignment into
pieces. For this purpose, the sources are partitioned into
source groups, each
of size
or
Each source group is assigned a unique data
channel for transmissions, and the transmissions of the stations
within a source group are scheduled by time-multiplexing the
existing transmission algorithm over
-slot frames. In this
way, at most one station from each source group transmits in
any one slot. Maximum throughput is reduced by
due to the
-fold reduction in the number of data channels. For example, a
BATCH_MAXIMAL algorithm requires
slots for
each batch, while a BATCH_TSA algorithm requires
slots for each batch.
The above strategy is wasteful for some values of such as
By allowing any
sources to transmit in any slot,
this waste can be eliminated. Using a BATCH_TSA algorithm
with a time slot assignment scheme in [19], each batch with
maximum line sum
can be scheduled in
slots, which
is optimal.
The PARALLEL_MAXIMAL algorithms, described in Section II, are also easily modified for use with a reduced
number of data channels. This provides a class of scheduling
algorithms based on maximal matchings which, for moderate
values of can achieve near the minimum possible number of
slots for a batch assignment. This supports the intuitive notion
that scheduling is easier for a smaller number of data channels
(larger ). The scheduling grid used in the modified algorithms
has rows, each corresponding to a destination, and
columns, each corresponding to a time slot. Each
source proceeds as before, with sources being filled into the
grid, but in addition to each column being free of destination
conflicts, each column can have no more than one source from
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each source group. A given source trying to schedule a packet
for a given destination can always find a slot because of the
following considerations: at most
columns can have
a destination conflict, and at most
columns can be
covered by sources from the same source group. Note that the
slots needed to schedule each batch are fewer
than the
slots needed using the simple strategy
first described in this section. Although they use only maximal
matchings, the PARALLEL_MAXIMAL algorithms approach
the BATCH_TSA algorithms in performance for moderate
values of

C. Source Buffer Access and Head-of-Line Blocking
The transmission algorithms in this paper are assumed to
have access to the entire source buffers. Suppose, instead, that
an algorithm can transmit only a packet which is in the first
positions in a source queue. This is a likely result of hardware
limitations, especially for the large buffers usually required
in high-speed networks. In this section, the most severe case,
namely, (FIFO) source buffer access
, is considered.
A problem known as head-of-line (HOL) blocking occurs.
Because the transmitter at a given source has access only to
the head packet in the queue, other packets cannot depart.
Such packets might be able to depart if the source queues are
more accessible. The classic result for uniform random traffic
is that HOL blocking at the source queues limits the maximum
throughput to about 0.58 for any transmission algorithm (see
[20], for example). For nonuniform traffic patterns, the HOL
blocking problem can be much worse.
To illustrate that the HOL blocking problem with
traffic can be severe, a simpler, related problem is considered.
Suppose there are stations and a total of
packets. Fix any
scheduling algorithm that selects a maximal set of packets to
depart in each slot. Assume that this scheduling algorithm can
access only the HOL positions in the source buffers, and that
no information about the contents of other buffer positions is
available to the algorithm.
Consider the following arrival sequence (which depends on
the scheduling algorithm already fixed). The order of arrivals
is as follows. The first
packets that arrive at the system
are bound for destination 1, the next packets to arrive are
bound for destination 2, etc. The timing of arrivals is such
that the packets bound for destination 1 arrive during slot
0, one arriving at each source. Thereafter, until all
packets
have arrived, whenever a packet departs from a source, a new
packet arrives at the same source in the next slot. Note that
the destinations of packets arriving at a given source depend
on the scheduling algorithm.
The arrival sequence as stated above replaces HOL packets
in a “just in time” fashion in order to keep the HOL positions
full. However, because the scheduling algorithm is fixed and
does not have access to information about source buffers other
than the identity of HOL packets, all packets could actually
be in the buffers at the beginning of slot 0, and the departure
sequence would remain the same as for the original arrival
sequence. Packets moving from the second position to the
HOL position in a queue are called HOL arrivals. Using this
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method, all
packets arrive in a batch during slot 0. See
Fig. 4 for example arrival and departure sequences.
The time required to schedule the batch of
packets is
analyzed next. The system state just after arrivals in slot
can be summarized by
where
is the number of HOL packets bound for destination and
is the number of future arrivals that will be bound for
the same destination as the most recent HOL arrival. Note
represents the number of future HOL arrivals that
that
occur before a packet with a new destination is introduced
to an HOL position. The number of nonzero
is equal
to the number of departures in slot
because a maximal
set is transmitted. Roughly speaking, the state evolves with
decreasing in each slot until it hits zero, at which time
it is reset to
coinciding with the introduction of packets
with the next highest destination number. The nonzero
are decreased by one, and then the
corresponding to
arrivals is increased by the number of departures (arrivals).
For simplicity, let
for some integer
The system
begins in state
which corresponds to
all of the HOL packets bound for destination 1 with no more
HOL arrivals in the future for destination 1. The simple system
evolution described above yields the following sequence:

..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
Note that
is a shifted version of
Thus, by
time
, a limit cycle is reached. At the beginning of each
cycle, there are two destinations represented by HOL packets
[(2/3 of one, 1/3 of the other)], and a new destination is about
to be introduced. The average number of departures per slot
over a cycle is equal to
which is less than 3.
Before steady state
and after steady state (as the
packet arrivals are exhausted), the average departure rate
is also less than 3. Therefore, scheduling the batch of packets
requires at least
slots. Note that all HOL positions in the
queues remain full until all
packets reach HOL positions.
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Fig. 4. FIFO source buffers pathological example. The numbers in the buffer
cells are packet destinations while the small numbers to the left give the slot
in which that packet departs. Note that a maximal set departs in each slot.

Thus, the large evacuation time is due to HOL conflicts, and
not due to a lack of HOL packets per se.
Finally, suppose there is an additional system constraint that
at most
packets can arrive at (depart from) any source.
Modify the arrival sequence so that HOL packets are not
replaced at any source after the source has departures. Then
for any time
fewer arrivals occur during
than for
the original system. To prove this, argue by induction on
that the number of departures for each destination is no larger
in the new system than in the original system. Therefore,
for any deterministic scheduling algorithm that can access
only HOL positions, there is a batch of
packets, with
packets arriving at each source and packets bound for each
destination, which requires at least
slots for evacuation.
This indicates that, in the worst case, limited access to source
buffers can severely limit throughput for nonuniform traffic in
case and
are large.
The idea of the above example is to consider arrival streams
such that packets with the same destination show up at HOL
positions at as nearly the same time as possible. The idea
can be applied to other scenarios, such as the basic model
of this paper with
traffic, as we briefly describe next.
Suppose
and
are fixed, that
is very large, and that
traffic which
some scheduling algorithm is used for
has access (both for purposes of transmission and information)
to only HOL packets. Then packets due for each destination
can appear at HOL positions in groups of size
and the
groups then decrease in size by one per slot. This leads to an
HOL positions taken up per distinct
average of
destination appearing in at least one HOL position, so the
total throughput is limited to
This requires that
For example, if
and is sufficiently
large, then unless
no algorithm with access to only
HOL positions can keep the backlog bounded.
V. SUMMARY

AND

FUTURE WORK

The primary purpose of this paper is to introduce a new
model of nonuniform traffic, and to discuss how to transmit
this traffic in a packet-switching system. It is hoped that this
work is useful to the designers of integrated data networks in
the traffic modeling phase and in the transmission algorithm
design phase. The new model, namely,
traffic, im-

poses deterministic constraints on the joint arrival sequences,
whereas the more traditional uniform random traffic model
has a stochastic description. It is shown that scheduling
traffic in a system with small propagation delay is conceptually
rather simple. Many variations of matching-based transmission
algorithms are available with a range of throughput–delay
characteristics.
An open problem is to identify other flexible and useful
nonuniform traffic models for which matching-based scheduling algorithms provide high throughput and low access
delay. Perhaps implementation and study of such algorithms
on existing system installations is called for if accurate models
are not available.
At least three open problems for
traffic remain. First,
the conversion of arbitrary traffic sequences to
traffic
sequences is desirable. A multidimensional leaky-bucket-type
regulator can be used for each source input stream,3 but the
destination streams (columns of
are not easily regulated due
to possible physical separation of the destinations. Optimally
dropping packets—in the sense of minimizing the number
of dropped packets—which are in violation of the
constraint prior to system arrival, is conjectured here to be
as difficult as optimally scheduling
traffic. Of course,
throwing away excess packets, perhaps chosen by matchings,
probably yields a near-minimum number of dropped packets.
With current knowledge, the
traffic model is best
used in a system such as in [22] where virtual circuits
(between a source–destination pair) reserve bandwidth in
advance, respecting the
constraint. Such connectionoriented traffic is most easily supported, but datagram traffic
which is
is also supported.
The second apparent area for further study of
traffic is on the “ frontier.” For in the range
, it may be possible to produce simple algorithms of a
continuous (rather than batch) nature with strong performance
guarantees. Theorem 3.3 shows that such algorithms cannot
schedule transmissions in each slot as a function of only which
source–destination pairs have at least one packet waiting.
Perhaps a method based on maximum weighted matchings, as
proposed for random traffic in [7], [8], would be fruitful. Given
the fact that BATCH_MAXIMUM algorithms can achieve
with good performance bounds, it may not warrant much
additional effort, unless a very simple algorithm is found. For
in the range
we leave two questions open.
Do there exist algorithms in CONTINUOUS_STATIC which
provide performance properties (P1)–(P3) for this range of
Do all algorithms in CONTINUOUS_MAXIMAL provide
A “yes”
performance properties (P1)–(P3) for this range of
answer to the second question would imply a “yes” answer to
the first.
Finally, this work on
traffic could be extended to a
multihop system in which each hop is through a packet switch
based on the basic model. Virtual circuits passing through a
particular switch could reserve the necessary fraction of the
3 A leaky bucket regulator (see [21, p. 245]) for a single traffic stream has a
one-dimensional state, while each source regulator for a single ( ; S ) stream
requires an S -dimensional state to remember arrivals in S consecutive slots
in the past.
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“
packets per
slots” bandwidth from both the switch
source and the switch destination during circuit setup. In a
network setting, the generalization with different
for
each line is probably desirable.
The
traffic model is simple, yet flexible. It is
widely applicable, and facilitates the design and analysis of
efficient transmission algorithms. Generalization of the model
is possible in several directions. In all, the
traffic model
should satisfy the network user and system designer while
balancing the tradeoffs between their objectives.
APPENDIX A
PROOFS OF THEOREMS ON CONTINUOUS SCHEDULING
The following lemma relates line backlogs and average
access delay. It is not immediate from Little’s law because
no arrival rate is specified.
Lemma A.1: Suppose
is finite. For a continuous
scheduling algorithm using maximum matchings,
For a continuous scheduling algorithm using maximal
matchings,
Proof: In the notation of this paper, the König–Egerváry
theorem [23] states that the cardinality of a maximum matching on a backlog graph is equal to the minimum number of
lines in the associated backlog matrix which together contain
all of the nonzero entries. Let
and
denote the sums
of all elements in the matrices
and
respectively.
Because no line sum of
is greater than
the
following relationship holds:
(A1)
is the set of packets that arrived during slots
Recall that
and
Let
be the number of departures
during slots
Clearly,
because the system
starts empty. Let
be the total delay suffered in the interval
by all packets in
Let
be the total delay suffered
in the interval
by all packets in
The following
development is similar to the development of Little’s law. The
second inequality uses (A1).

Now, suppose
If
then
because
remains finite. If
is bounded, then
as the system empties, and again
Therefore,

Because for a given bipartite graph the cardinality of any
maximal matching is at least half the cardinality of any
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maximum matching, the second result follows in the same
manner.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 relies on the following lemma.
are
Recall that the row and column line sums of
and
respectively.
Lemma A.2: Using any algorithm in CONTINUif
is any integer
OUS_MAXIMAL with
, then
at least
such that
packets depart from row and
packets depart from
column during slots
Proof: Fix
and
The result is proved only
for row because of symmetry between rows and columns.
at least
Consider two cases. First, suppose that for each
packets depart from cell
during slots
Summing over shows that at least
packets depart
and the first case is
from row during slots
such that
covered. In the second case, there is some
packets depart from cell
during slots
less than
so that
for
Therefore, at least one packet must depart from either row
or column during each of the
slots in
At
of these
packets
most
new
can be from column , but not row because at most
Thus, at
packets arrive at column during slots
packets depart row during
least
Because
both cases are
slots
covered, and the lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3.1: Fix any algorithm in CONTINUOUS_MAXIMAL. Argue by induction that
By assumption,
for
For
if
, then
by
any
arrival constraint. Therefore,
Lemma A.2 and the
for all
by induction, and property (P3)
holds. Now, consider the delay of any fixed packet arriving
in slot
[counted in
At most
at cell
packets arrive at row , and at most
packets arrive at
Thus, there are at most
column during slots
packets which can
Therefore,
block the fixed packet during slots
By Lemma A.1,
This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.2: The proof is exactly the same as
replaced by
that of Theorem 3.1 using Lemma A.2 with
everywhere. To see that Lemma A.2 can be modified in
the second case, note that at most
of the
packets can be from column , but not row
because no new packets which arrive at column during slots
can block packets in
The maximum
because a packet in
access delay is no more than
can be blocked by at most
row packets
cell
column packets. Clearly,
and at most
Proof of Theorem 3.3: Fix
Before considering an
arbitrary algorithm in the class CONTINUOUS_STATIC, a
station system is examined.
particular algorithm for an
Consider the following arrival matrix sequence during slots
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The inner two matrices are repeated
times, and then the
matrices is repeated times. Conwhole sequence of
sider a CONTINUOUS_STATIC algorithm with the following
property: In each slot, the algorithm schedules the packet in the
upper right corner cell or the lower left corner cell, ignoring
the packet in the upper left corner cell. This upper left corner
cell backlog can be made arbitrarily large by making large.
and
is an integer, the
Because it is assumed that
constraint for sufficiently large
sequence satisfies the
The backlog matrices in this two-station example are
and
where represents any positive integer. For
any two-station pair is susceptible to the same pattern if one
“corner” is ignored by the static scheduling algorithm.
Fix any algorithm in CONTINUOUS_STATIC. Note that
must schedule at least one entry of
or else the backlog
in the two nonempty cells can be driven to infinity. If
schedules the lower left corner of the backlog matrix
,
then it must schedule the upper left corner of the backlog
or an infinite cell backlog can occur as in the twomatrix
station example. Two sequences of backlog matrices are given
below. Parentheses indicate the matching (containing one cell)
selects for each backlog matrix
that transmission algorithm
in the sequences. Once the first matching is fixed, the others are
implied in order to avoid the infinite cell backlog pattern in the
two-station example. Recall that the matching algorithm used
by considers only whether each element is zero or nonzero.

There is a contradiction between the last matchings in the
two sets. The theorem is proved because some two-station
pair admits the infinite backlog pattern of the two-station
example.
Proof of Theorem 3.4: The proof is by induction on time
with the following proposition.
Proposition : Any line backlog is zero in at least one
slot during any consecutive slots ending by time
Property (P4) means that
is true for all
Clearly,
is true for
because the system starts empty. Fix
Suppose
is true. Fix a line, row
without
for some
loss of generality. It is shown that
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By the induction hypothesis,
for some
If
then
for some
and therefore for some
On the other hand, suppose
Let
be the
number of different row cells to which packets arrive during
slots
The columns containing these cells are called
covered columns. Note that
and
for
by the theorem assumption. Also,
by Proposition
and the
constraint. Apply Lemma
A.2 to see that at least
packets depart from any
covered column during slots
At most
packets arrive at covered columns (including all cells
in row
during slots
Because
and
[because
the
key inequality
holds. At least one packet
departs from some covered column in each slot until row is
empty, so that
for some
Therefore,
for some
Thus,
is
true, and Theorem 3.4 is proved by induction.
APPENDIX B
EXAMPLES OF PATHOLOGICAL
ALGORITHMS AND ARRIVAL SEQUENCES
A. Example for Remark 2.1
and
an
Given
example of an
arrival sequence and an algorithm
in BATCH_MAXIMUM is presented such that the algorithm
does not have any of the properties (P1)–(P3). Define an
traffic matrix
as follows:
if
and
if
and
otherwise.
switching matrices
It is possible to decompose into
such that each matrix in the sequence is a maximum matching
for the traffic left after the previous matrices in the sequence
have been subtracted from
For brevity, we simply illustrate
this decomposition for the case
and

Assume for the rest of this example that the arrival sequence
is the following
traffic sequence: once every slots
the arrival matrix is
and no arrivals occur in other slots.
We next select an algorithm in BATCH_MAXIMUM ,
first assuming that the duration
of the batch intervals is
given by
The new traffic added at the beginning
of each batch interval has traffic matrix
Assume that the
algorithm attempts to schedule the traffic as in the above
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decomposition of
Since
the algorithm will not
finish scheduling the first batch before the second batch is to
be considered. The algorithm can continue scheduling packets
from each batch in an identical way, and the backlog tends to
infinity. Therefore, none of the properties (P1)–(P3) holds.
We note at this point that an algorithm in CONTINUOUS_MAXIMUM can be constructed to behave in the same
way, so that properties (P1)–(P3) do not hold for some
algorithms in CONTINUOUS_MAXIMUM (or CONTINUOUS_MAXIMAL) as well. We now return to batch algorithms.
If, instead, the batch interval is to be taken to be
for
some
then the same arrival process leads to new traffic
at the beginning of each batch given by
By repeating each
matrix on the right side times in the above decomposition of
we obtain a similar decomposition of
into
switching matrices, which again exceeds the batch scheduling
interval
Thus, the backlog tends to infinity, and none
of the properties (P1)–(P3) holds. Finally, a similar overflow
also occurs if the batch interval is not a multiple of
B. Example for Remark 3.1
An arrival sequence and a scheduling algorithm in
CONTINUOUS_MAXIMUM are presented such that
that is, the row 1 line sum is always
nonzero after time 0. Suppose
and
are given
and
There are arrivals only in slots
for
described as
if
mod
) + 1 and
otherwise
where mod is the integer modulo operator. This arrival sequence repeats every
slots. For this sequence to be
the condition
is required. This is equivalent to
In slot
the matching algorithm
schedules a single departure from cell
where
and
In any slot,
only one column is nonempty, but row 1 is never empty at a
backlog measurement time. Therefore, (P4) does not hold. In
summary, if
and are such that
is an integer with
and
then there is an
arrival
sequence and a CONTINUOUS_MAXIMUM algorithm such
that one line sum is always nonzero.
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